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Workflow

1. Admin enters information in configuration file in /etc/osg/
config.d/*


2. osg-configure extracts configuration, writes out condor-
ce configuration file with attributes and values


3. HTCondor-CE sends this information to central collector 
along with regular SchedD Ad


4. Central collector uses this information to create Agis json
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Information Flow
Site CE Central Collector

HTCondor-CE HTCondor-CE-
Collector

CE-View
(website and json 

interface)

CE-View
(website and json 

interface)

Sends SchedD Ad

Queries for Status Queries for Status

Site CE only has information
about the local CE

Central Collector has information
about all of the CEs



Examples

• Central Collector: http://collector.opensciencegrid.org/


• Single CE Collector: http://sandhills-ce1.unl.edu/

http://collector.opensciencegrid.org/
http://sandhills-ce1.unl.edu/


Questions
• 1) Is the information extracted from the configuration and 

published in a json on the CE or is the information 
extracted from a live system from remote?


• Information is extracted from a configuration on the CE.


• The information is pushed to central HTCondor collector 
(internal HTCondor protocol).  Central collector provides a 
json interface for this information.


• The information is also available on the host, if htcondor-
ce-view package is installed and enabled.
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Questions

• 2) If the former do the scripts on condor work even if 
condor is configured only as a batch system or are they 
part of the htcondor-ce setup?


• All of this configuration depends on HTCondor-CE setup.


• We use a tool called osg-configure to translate an ini-style 
description of queues and resources to HTCondor-CE 
syntax
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Translation
[subcluster T2_US_Nebraska Dell SC1435]
name = T2_US_Nebraska Dell SC1435
node_count = 40
ram_mb = 8053
cpu_model = Dual-Core AMD Opteron(tm) Processor 2216
cpu_vendor = AMD
cpu_speed_mhz = 2400
cpu_platform = x86_64
cpus_per_node = 2
cores_per_node = 4
inbound_network = FALSE
outbound_network = TRUE
swap_mb = 20000
allowed_vos = cms, belle, cigi, des, fermilab, geant4, glow, hcc, icecube, ligo, mis, nebiogrid, nanohub, nwicg, nysgrid, osg, osgedu, star, atlas, lsst, 
engage, sbgrid, nova

Generates

# Do not edit - file generated by osg-configure
OSG_Resource = "Crane-CE1"
OSG_ResourceGroup = "Crane"
OSG_BatchSystems = "PBS"
OSG_ResourceCatalog = { \
  [ \
    AllowedVOs = { "cms", "belle", "cigi", "des", "fermilab", "geant4", "glow", "hcc", "icecube", "ligo", "mis", "nebiogrid", "nanohub", "nwicg", 
"nysgrid", "osg", "osgedu", "star", "atlas", "lsst", "engage", "sbgrid", "nova" }; \
    CPUs = 4; \
    MaxWallTime = 1440; \
    Memory = 8053; \
    Name = "T2_US_Nebraska Dell SC1435"; \
    Requirements = TARGET.RequestCPUs <= CPUs && TARGET.RequestMemory <= Memory && member(TARGET.VO, AllowedVOs); \
    Transform = [ set_MaxMemory = RequestMemory; set_xcount = RequestCPUs; ]; \
  ] \
}
SCHEDD_ATTRS = $(SCHEDD_ATTRS) OSG_Resource OSG_ResourceGroup OSG_BatchSystems OSG_ResourceCatalog
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Questions
• 3) Also I wonder why you chose to have a json with 

separate blocks for queues and CEs and a sort of 
relational matching of CE names rather than a nested 
structure which I would think is more natural for json. This 
structure seems to point at the collector getting 
information from different places. CEs from OIM and 
queues from CEs?


• The HTCondor-CE collectors do not query OIM


• The structure of the json was negotiated with AGIS devs, 
we can change the structure however we want.
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Questions

• 4) something to discuss during the meeting possibility to 
add more fields, for example my favorite pet lately GPUs, 
but there can be other type of resources that might need 
being highlighted if not now in the future.


• Add attributes to the resource catalog.  And also the 
‘requirements’ or ‘transformation’ required to get to the 
GPUs
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